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Let V be a finite-dimensional right vector space over the quaternions IH. Each transformation 
M in the special linear group of V is a product of transvections T,, i.e. M= Tt . . Ti. The smallest 
t is called the length of M, t = I(M). We show that I(M) = dim B(M) if dim B(M) 2 3, Mf 3Jt(l) 
where /I E @\ IR, and MP is neither simple nor the identity for any fl E I?. In any case I(M) = 
dimB(M)+i, where Osis3. 
1. Introduction 
Transvections have been used frequently as a tool in the investigations into classi- 
cal groups, the key factor being that every element in the special linear group is a 
product of transvections. It seems natural to ask for the minimal number of trans- 
vections needed in the factorization of any transformation into transvections. This 
number, the length of the transformation TI, has been determined for each XE 
SL(V), where V is a finite-dimensional vector space over a commutative field. The 
answer is not known if the scalars are taken from an arbitrary skewfield. Theorems 
that may be considered partial answers have been proved by Dieudonne [l] and 
Phadke 151. The paper [5] indicates that the solution to the length problem depends 
on the structure of the commutator subgroup of the multiplicative group of the skew- 
field. We specialize the skewfield to the one that is best known, namely the quater- 
nions, then the special linear group is a Lie group and it is possible to determine 
the length of each element in the special linear group. We get the following result: 
Theorem 1.1. Assume MESL(V), dim B(M)r3, M#33J^,(A) @ (n- 3)jO(1) where 
/I E C \ R, and kfP is neither simple nor the identity for any ,u E R. Then I(M) = 
dim B(M). 
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Remark 1.2. For the remaining ME SL(V) we have I(M) =dim B(M) + i, where 
05 is 3. The precise determination is a delicate question and will be omitted here. 
In an earlier paper [4] we dealt with a similar question, but there the factors were 
reflections. One could go further (see [3]) and investigate factorizations into simple 
factors of any type, but without doubt in our context the most appealing and most 
widely used simple mappings are transvections and reflections. 
The methods used in [4], which consist of a combination of those from [2] and 
[3] and might be labelled by the phrases ‘normal form’ and ‘geometric algebra’, 
respectively, will also be used extensively in the present paper. What is more, some 
of the groundwork laid and the exposition given in [4], in particular [4, $21, need 
only be quoted here. Some of the proofs for results in Section 3 of the present paper 
are similar to those in [4], so we only have to hint at the necessary changes. 
2. Transvections 
We assume that I/ is a finite-dimensional right vector space over the quater- 
nions IH. 
For background knowledge, notation, and methods we refer to [4, $21. We men- 
tion some of it here and then supplement it by a few comments that apply specifically 
to transvections. 
Let ME GL(V). Then B(M) = (M- 1) V and F(M) = ker(M- 1) are called path 
and fix of M, respectively. 
An n x n Jordan block will be denoted by J,(1), where A E IH, i.e. 
In order to make unified statements later on, we introduce jfl(;O by defining 
&,(a> = c J,(n) if lfl, J,+,(l) if A= 1. 
Let MEGL(V), then M=J,,(~,)O...OJk,(~r), where aZi~C. 
The Dieudonne determinant is a homomorphism of GL(V) into the factor com- 
mutator group of the multiplicative group of IH. This homomorphism will be 
denoted by det. Then SL(V) = ker det. When a matrix M happens to have all entries 
in the complex numbers, it is often possible to work in a vector space over G (this 
is not a subspace of V) and to use the usual determinant which will be denoted by 
detgc, where E is a suitable basis. 
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A transvection is a simple mapping TE GL(V) with B(T) c F(T). If T is a trans- 
vection, then there are vectors a, b E V such that T= 1-t ab’ with b’a = 0. Also, in a 
suitable basis for V, the matrix of T has the form 
1 
1 1 L I. I . . 1 
Clearly, det T= 1. C(IH*). 
3. The factorization of jk(A) @ -*- for k> 1 
The transvections generate the special linear group. Let ME SL(V). If M= 
T, . . . T,, where q are transvections, then tz dim B(M) = d. The smallest t for which 
there are transvections T,, . . . , T( such that M= T, . . . TI is called the length of M. We 
write I(M) = t. In this section we shall see that for many ME SL(V) the length is in 
fact dim B(M). 
Proposition 3.1. Let ME SL(V) and dim B(M) =d>2. Assume the normal form 
for M contains at least one term jk(n), where J EC\ (0) and k > 1; but M# 
~z(-1)@(d-2)J^,(-1)@(n-d)~0(l). Then I(M)=d. 
The proof will be done in a series of lemmas. The proofs of the lemmas in this 
section are similar to those in the corresponding section of [4]. Therefore we shall 
omit most of them. As a sample we shall include the proof of the first one. In these 
proofs we work essentially over the complex numbers, so the determinant is the 
usual one. 
Frequently we shall use that for every [, Q E R, where Q > 0, there is some CJ E R 
(e.g. q = ST) such that for u = Q eip E C we get ad-r = eiT. 
Lemma 3.2. Let ;I E C \ { 0} and M = j&X), where k I 3. Then for infinitely many a E Cc 
there are transvections T, = T such that Tjk(;l) =j,,(l) 0 jr(a) 0 j,(p) @ -f,_,@), 
wherep=a-‘A3ECanda,p,A aredistinct. Ifk=3 and jdetE,,Mj=l, thenMis 
a product of three transvections. 
Proof. First assume 2 # 1. Let a E C\ {&I, 0} and x be a generator for the M-cyclic 
space V of dimension k. Then there are u, w E V such that (M- 1)~ =x= (M- a) w. 
Now {x, u, w, (M-1)3~, . . . , (M- n)k- ‘x} = E is a basis for V. We define T= 1 +xb’, 
where b’x=O, b’u=-I, b’w=-a-‘, and b’(M-A)jx=O for i=3,...,k-1. Then T 
is a transvection such that TMu = v, TMw = wa, and TM(M- /I)‘x= (M- J)“‘x+ 
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(M-A)‘xA for i=3, . . . , k - 1. Hence with respect to the basis E we get for TM the 
matrix 
P 
* 1 
(Y 
A 
1 A 
. . *. . . 
* 1 A_ 
where p E C and Ak = detE, o TM=PaAkm3 and thus A3=pa. We can choose (x such 
that a, P, A are distinct and j3 # 1. Thus the normal form for TM is j, (/3) @w 
.&(a) @&k-s(~)* 
Now assume A=l. Let cx~C\(l,O} and x be a generator for the M-cyclic space 
V of dimension k + 1. Then there is some w E I/ such that (M- cx) w = (M- 1)x and 
(x, (M - 1)x, w, (M- 1)3x, . . . , (M - l)k~) = E is a basis for V. We define T = 
l+(M-1)x@, where b’(M-1)x= 0, b’x= -1, b’w= -a-‘, and b’(M-l)‘x=O 
for i = 3, . . . . k. Then T is a transvection such that TMx = x, TMw = wa, and 
TM(M$)‘x=(M-I)‘t’x+(M-l)‘x for i=3 , . . . , k. With respect to the basis E 
we get/for TM the matrix 
1 * 
P 
* a 
I! 
1 
1 1 
*. . . . . 
* 1 1 
where PEC and /3a=l. 
We can choose a such that a, b’, 1 are distinct. Then the normal form for TM is 
~~(‘)O~~(P)O~~(a)O~k_3(1). 
Finally, for any A assume k = 3 and Idet,,, MI = 1. Then det,,, M = eir for 
some c E R. Therefore, for each ,Q E R, Q > 0, there is some (Y EC such that 
A3 = det, c TM = det, o M= aF’. Choose Q such that Q* # 1. Then &-’ #a. Thus 
the normal form of TM is 
[’ a-la] and [’ ae1a 11 
for A# 1 and A = 1, respectively. By 13, Corollary 81 we get that TM is a product of 
two transvections. 0 
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Lemma 3.3. Let A, ,a E C\ (0) and M=.&(A) @jl(,u), where A#,D, 1. Then for 
infinitely many a E C there are transvections T, = T such that TM = IO(l) 0 
1, (a) @ jI (p) @ _& (,D), where p = A2,aa-’ and cl, p, p are distinct. 0 
Lemma 3.4. Let A, p E C\ (0) and M= jz(A) @J,(p), where A #,a. Then for in- 
finitely many a E C there are transvections T, = T such that TM= j, (p) @ j,(a) @ 
(1 +t1n+61,)j~(1>, where /3=a-‘A2p and /3#a. If jdetE,cMl = 1, then M is a 
product of three transvections. 0 
Lemma 3.5. Let A, ,u, v E C \ (0)) 1, ,u, v distinct and M=~I(A)@~,(p)@~I(v). 
Then for infinitely many a EC there are transvections T,= T such that TM= 
~,((~)0~,(~)0(1+6,~+6~,+6~,)~~(1), where/I=A,uvrY’. 0 
Proposition 3.6. Let ME SL( V) and assume the normal form of M contains at leas 
one of the following terms: 
(1) &(A), k23, AEC\\O}, 
(2) J2(A)@J2(p), A#@,1 or A=pEC\R, 
(3) J2(A)@J,(p), Afp or A=pe@\lR, 
(4) j,(A) 0 jI(p) 0 j,(v), A,,u, v E C\ (0) and distinct. 
Then M is a product of d = dim B(M) transvections. 0 
Proof of Proposition 3.1. If the normal form contains a term jk(A) with kr3, 
then our claim is a consequence of Proposition 3.6(l). 
Now we assume the normal form contains terms jk(A) only for k< 3. Then under 
our assumptions the normal form has to contain at least one of j2(A) 0 j,(p) or 
.722(4 0 322(Ph 
If A #p, then Mean be factored into d transvections by Proposition 3.6(3) and (2). 
If the normal form of M has just one characteristic value A =p E C\ R, then we 
can switch to a different basis and obtain a normal form with two distinct charac- 
teristic values I, X. 
If the normal form has just one real characteristic value A. = fi E R, then 
lde&Ml = lAdJ = 1, hence I= +l. 
If A = 1, then [3, Corollary 81 shows that M factors into d transvections. 
Now let A = - 1. Then our assumptions imply that the normal form of M contains 
a term jz(-l) @ j2(-1) = T(jI(l) @ j2(-1)) since j2(-1) is a product of two trans- 
vections. Thus the normal form of T-‘M contains the term j,(I) @j2(-1) and 
dim B(T-IM) = dim B(M) - 1. By Proposition 3.6(3) the mapping T-‘M is a 
product of d- 1 transvections. This finishes the proof of Proposition 3.1. 0 
In order to prove Theorem 1.1 we need some preliminary information. 
Lemma 4.1. The product of two transvections has one of the following normal 
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forms: 
Proof. Let T, = 1 +x, 61 and T, = 1 +xzbi be two transvections. If T, T2 is simple, 
then it is a transvection. 
We may assume now that the path of T, T, is 2-dimensional. Then B(T, T,) = 
<x,,x,> is invariant under T, and T,. Let T,’ be the restriction of T to (x1,x2). We 
choose x, such that bix, E R. Then the matrices of T,’ and T; with respect to the 
basis {x1,x2} have entries in the commutative field F= R(bix,)c IH. Applying 
[3, Corollary 81 we find that the normal form of T,‘Ti is one of 
(’ 113 (: l)? (-: -1)y (” i-,)7 
where A E F \ {0, -l} . Obviously, the normal forms listed in the lemma are the only 
ones with the required restrictions. 0 
Proposition 4.2. Let M=~~,(~)@(~-~)~,J~)ESL(V), where A EC\IR and d>3. 
Then 1(M) = d = dim B(M). 
Proof. There is a new basis such that M=~,(I)@~,(X)@(&2)f,(~)@(r~-d)~~(l). 
By [3, Lemma l] there is a transvection T such that dim B(TM)=d- 1 and we 
get TM=~,(AX)@~0(l)@(d-2)~,(~)@(n-d)~0(l) if AX+1 and TM=j,(l)@ 
(d- 2)j,(A) @ (n -d) Jo(l) if AX= 1. In both cases we now apply Proposition 3.6(4) 
to get the desired result. 0 
Lemma 4.3. Let M=J,(1)@23,(-1). Then there is a transvection T such that 
TM=&-1) @ 2&(l). 
Proof. By [3, Corollary 81 there are transvections T,, T,, T3 such that M= T, T,T,. 
For any ME SL(V), let F_,(M) be the -1-eigenspace of M. Since dim F_,(T;‘M)r 
dimF_,(M)-1, we get T7’M=~~(-1)@2~0(1) from Lemma 4.1. Now put 
T=T,? El 
Proposition 4.4. Let M=r.7,(A)@sj,(p)@(n-r--C:=, cS,~--~-CS=, B,JJO(l)~ 
SL(V), where rrl, sr2, &~*EC\{O}, ,LI#+,~, and r>l if PEE. Then I(M)= 
r+s=d=dimB(M). 
Proof. First assume r> 1. By [3, Lemma l] there is some transvection T such that 
dimB(TM)=d-1 and we get TM=(r-1)~,(~)@~,(1~)@(s-l)~,(~)@... if 
2, ,U # 1. Then A, A,u, p are distinct. Now we apply Proposition 3.6(4). 
If p = 1 and k E C\ R, then we switch to a different basis such that M = 
(r- l)j,(A) @ j,(x) @sj,(l) 0.~. . Again use Proposition 3.6. 
If p=l and IER, then A=-1. Then M=rj,(-l)@sY,(l)@.e.. By Lemma 4.3 
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there is a transvection T such that TM=jz(-l) @ (r-2)jt(-1) @ (s- l)ji(l) @... 
and dim B(TM) = dim B(M) - 1. By Proposition 3.1 we get I(M) = d. 
Second assume r=l. Then M=~,(A)@s~,(~)@... and ,DEE\IR. We switch 
bases and obtain M=~,(~)O~,(~)O(S-~)~~(~)O.... By assumption ,u#A,A, 
hence A, p, ,D are distinct. We apply Proposition 3.6 and obtain I(M) = d. 0 
For MEGL(I/) and @ufR\{O} we define F,(M) = {u E V: A4u = up}. Clearly 
F,(M) is an M-invariant subspace of V. So we can define Mu : V/F,(M) -+ 
V/F,(M) : u +-F,(M) --f Mv + F,(M). 
If M=C,J~,(4)OCkE1 d&(~), where 4~@\{0), ~uE\\ol, and 4+& 
then M,= Ci Jk,(lr)@ Ck2, dkJk_l(p). Thus if MESL(V) and Mp is simple, then 
^ 
or 
M= J,(A)Od,~,(p) where AEC\{O}, ,uEEIR\{O}, and A#,D, 
M=&,(p)@d,j,(p) wherep=-tl. 
If Mp is the identity, then M= d, II(p) where ,U = f 1. 
It is now easy to see that Propositions 3.1, 3.6(4), 4.2, and 4.4 imply Theorem 1.1. 
For every MESL(V) there are transvections q and a dilatation D such that 
M= T, ... T,D, where t = dim B(M) or t = dim B(M) - 1 (see [I]). Since every ele- 
ment in the commutator subgroup of the quaternions is itself a commutator, we see 
that D is a product of three transvections (see [5]). This confirms Remark 1.2. 
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